I'm looking for new Election Officers to help in the upcoming busy Presidential Election year with the expected higher turn-out and to assist the current officers to have a successful day.

**Participate.**
YOU can greatly enhance the voting experience for yourself and everyone else. YOU can speed up processing. YOU can shorten lines. YOU can gain great personal satisfaction from exercising your right to vote. YOU can become an Election Officer; visit the Voter Registrar’s website to fill out the Request for Appointment Form. www.gloucesterva.info/Registrar

We are excited about the **upcoming election** and look forward to seeing each of you at the polls on **Tues., March 1, 2016- for The Dual Party Presidential Primary.**

During a Dual Primary voters must choose which Primary they want to vote in; Republican or Democratic. Under Virginia law, a dual primary consists of two separate elections conducted on the same day for the same office or offices. There are separate pollbooks, separate ballots and results for each primary is tallied separately. Virginia law only allows you to vote in one of these two separate elections.

If you choose to vote in the Republican Party Primary, you will be **required to sign a statement** affirming that you're Republican. The statement reads:

"Virginia does not register voters by political party. Virginia law allows a political party to ask that voters in its presidential primary affiliate with that party. My signature below indicates that I am a Republican."

IF YOU HAVE ANY COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE PLEDGE, PLEASE CALL THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OF VIRGINIA AT: 804/780-0111

If you choose to vote in the Democratic Party Primary there is **no required statement** to sign.

Visit our website for up to date election information at www.gloucesterva.info/Registrar